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1. bR0~ucT10~ 
This paper deals with a generalization of Jensen’s inequality for convex 
functions due to Jessen [l] involving isotonic linear functionals A: L 3 R. 
In addition, we consider some general complementary (or reverse) 
inequalities involving such functionals, and give a number of examples and 
applications of such inequalities. 
In Section 2 we define the linear class L of functions g: E -+ [w and the 
isotonic functionals A on L which are used throughout the paper. We 
merely note here that common examples of such isotonic functionals A are 
given by 
Ak)= 2 Pkgk 
ktE 
where p is a positive measure on E in the first case, and E is a subset of 
{ 1, 2,...} with all pk > 0 in the second case. In addition, if E = (a, b), where 
- cc <a<bdco, and 
L=(g:E-,RIa(g)= 1ir-n g(x),p(g)=xl;yd g(x)bothexist) 
x-a+ 
then A(g) = a(g) + P(g) or A(g) = (a(g) + P(g)}/2 or A(g) = a(g), etc., are 
also isotonic linear functionals. In Section 2 we also give the Jessen 
inequality and prove three basic lemmas which are complements of Jessen’s 
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inequality. Section 3 gives six theorems as applications or examples of the 
basic inequalities of Section 2, and include applications to generalized 
mean values with respect to the functional A (see (9)). Special cases of 
these which are the A-equivalents of the classical means @‘l(g) are also 
given (see (11)). In Sections 2, 3 it is assumed that A satisfies A( 1) = 1. In 
Section 4 this assumption is dropped, and general results corresponding to 
those of Section 2 are given first. We then obtain Holder’s and Minkowski’s 
inequality for such isotonic functionals, as well as certain complementary 
Holder and Minkowski inequalities and generalizations of some 
inequalities of Diaz-Metcalf and Petrovic. 
2. ISOTONIC LINEAR FUNCTIONALS AND SOME 
INEQUALITIES COMPLEMENTARY TO JESSEN'S 
Let E be a nonempty set and let L be a linear class of real-valued 
functions g: E -+ R having the properties: 
Ll: f,gEL~(uf+bg)ELforalla,bEiW; 
L2: 1 EL, that is iff(t) = 1, (t E E), then f E L. 
We also consider isotonic linear functionals A: L --, R. That is, we sup- 
pose 
Al: A(uf +bg)=aA(f)+bA(g)forf, gEL, a,b~[W; 
A2: fEL, f(t)20 on E-A(f)>0 (A is isotonic). 
In 1931, Jessen [l] gave the following generalization of the Jensen 
inequality for convex functions. See also [2, p. 331. 
JESSEN'S INEQUALITY. Let L satisfy properties Ll, L2 on a nonempty set 
E, and suppose @ is a convex function on an interval IC R. Zf A is any 
isotonic linear functional with A( 1) = 1 then, for all g E L such that G(g) E L, 
we have A(g)EZ and 
@(A(g)) dA(@D(g)). (1) 
For completeness, and because in [Z] it is assumed that one must have 
@p(g) E L for all g E L (and then (1) holds for all g E L), we give a short 
proof of (1). 
First, observe that if Z= [a, fi] and gE L with Q(g) EL, then we must 
have 
ad g(t) G P, t E E, 
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whence cr=A(a.l)<A(g)<b, so A(g)EZ. Since CD is convex on 1, for any 
x0 E I there is a constant m = m(x,,) such that 
G(x) > @(xg) + m(x - xg), x E I. 
In this inequality, set x = g(t), x0 =,4(g), and apply the functional A to 
obtain 
proving (1). 
We now give some lemmas which are complements of the inequality (1) 
in that they are inequalities of the form ,4(@(g)) 6 X(A( g)) for appropriate 
X. 
LEMMA 1. Let @ be convex on I=[m,M] (-co<m<M<co), let L 
satisfy conditions Ll, L2 and let A be any isotonic linear functional on L 
withA(1)=1.Thenforallg~Lsuchthat~(g)~L(som~g(t)~Mforall 
t E E) we have 
A(@(g)K W-A(d)@(m)+ (49-m) WW)I(M-ml. (2) 
Proof From the definition of convex function, 
Q(u) GS Q(u) +z @J(w) 
Now set u = m, v = g(t), w  = M to obtain 
(24 d u < w, u < w). 
M - g(t) 
@‘(g(t))6 M-m @(ml+ ‘;I--; Q(M), t E E. 
Since A satisfies Al, A2 and A(k) = k holds for all constants k, (2) follows. 
Remark 1. Lemma 1 is a generalization of Theorem 1 of Lah and 
Ribaric [3], who dealt with the case 
In [3] the cases of equality were also dealt with. 
LEMMA 2. (a) Let L satisfy conditions Ll, L2 and A satisfy conditions 
Al, A2 and A(l)=l. Suppose Q, is convex on I=[m,M] (-co<m< 
M < CC ) such that W(x) 2 0 with equality for at most isolated points of I (so 
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@ is strictly conuex on I). Suppose that either (i) Q(x) > Ofor all x E- Z, or (i’) 
G(x)>0 for m <XX M with either G(m) =O, W(m) #O, or @(M)=O, 
W(M) # 0, or (ii) Q(x) < Ofor afl x E I, or (ii’) Q(x) < Ofor m < x < M with 
precisely one of Q(m) = 0, Q(M) = 0. Then for all g E L such that Q(g) E L 
(so m<g(t)<Mfor all tEE), 
N@(g)) G A@(m)) (3) 
holds for some ;I > 1 in cases (i), (i’) or ;1 E (0, 1) in cases (ii), (ii’). More 
precisely, a value of A (depending only on m, M, @) for (3) may be deter- 
mined as follows: set p = (Q(M) - @(m))/(M - m). If p = 0, let x = X be the 
unique soZution of the equation @‘(x)=0 (m <x<M); then ,A = @(m)/@(X) 
suffices for (3). If p # 0, let x=X be the unique solution in [m, M] of the 
equation 
p@(x)-@‘(x){@(m)+p(x-m))=O; 
then A. = p/@‘(X) suffices for (3). Moreover, we have m < X < M in the cases 
(i), (ii). 
(b) Let all the hypotheses of (a) hold except that now @ is concave on 
Z with Q”(x)< 0 with equality for at most isolated points qf I. Then the 
reverse inequality to (3) holds, where I is determined precisely as before. 
Now;A.>l holdsif@(x)<Oon(m,M)andO<A<l if@(x)>Oon(m,M). 
Proof. (a) As in [4] and [ 51 we consider the points B(m, Q(m)), 
C( M, Q(M)) on the convex curve y = Q(x). The equation of the chord BC 
is 
y = @j(m) + p(x - m) 2 h(x). 
By Lemma 1, we obtain ,4(@(g)) < h(A(g)). If we consider the family of 
convex curves with equations y = n@(x) (A> 0), we can show as in [4] (see 
also [6] or [S]) that there is a unique J+ > 0 which satisfies the conditions 
stated in the lemma, such that the curve will be tangent to the chord BC. 
Hence h(y)<l@(y) for all y~1. Taking y=A(g) gives 
At@(g)) d h(Ng)) G WA(g)), 
proving (3). 
(b) This follows from (a) applied to the convex function @, = -@. 
Remark 2. It is clear that the last inequality in the above proof con- 
stitutes a refinement of (3). 
409’110:2-I6 
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LEMMA 3. (a) Let L, A and g be as in Lemma 2, and let @j(x) be any 
differentiable ,function on I= [m, M] such that Q’(x) exists and is strictly 
increasing on I. Then we have 
‘4(@(g)) d /J + @(A(g)) (4) 
for some 2 satisfying O<i< (M-m){p-W(m)}, where ,a= (@(M)-- 
@(m))/(M- m). More precisely, EL may be determined for (4) as follows: let 
x = X be the unique solution of the equation Q’(x) = p (m < .% < M); then 
1= @j(m) - Q(X) + p(X - m) 
suffices in (4). 
(b) Let all the hypotheses of (a) be satisfied except that W(x) is 
strictly decreasing on I. Then 
where 0<;1<(M-m){@‘(m)-y} with p as in (a). In fact we may take 
;1= @P(X) - Q(m) - p(X - m) with X as in (a). 
ProoJ: (a) The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2. Using Lemma 1 
we also have A(@(g)) d h(A(g)), where y= h(x) is the equation of the 
chord joining B(m, Q(m)) to C(M, G(M)). Now we consider the family of 
curves with equations y= A + Q(X). We can show, precisely as in [4] or 
[S], that there is a unique R 3 0 satisfying the stated conditions such that 
the curve will be tangent to the line BC. Therefore h(A(g)) < 1+ @(A(g)), 
so 
At@(g)) <‘(A(g)) G 2 + @P(A(g))> 
proving (4). 
(b) This follows from (a) applied to the convex function G1 = -@. 
Remark 3. The last inequalities of the proof again constitute a 
refinement of (4). 
Remark 4. Lemmas 3 and 4 are generalizations of results from [4] and 
[S]. In [4] the special case 
A(g)= t p,gi 
/ 
2 Pi (PZ’O) 
i= 1 r=, 
was considered and conditions for equality to hold in (3) were given. In 
[S] the special case 
AW=jDmdv~ with s pdv= 1, D 
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was dealt with and equality conditions were given for both (3) and (4) in 
this case. 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
THEOREM A (A. Lupas [7, Theorem 21). Let E= [a, 61, - 00 -c a < 
b < 00, and let L satisfy conditions Ll, L2 and A: L + Iw satisfy conditions 
Al, A2 and A(1) = 1. Suppose @ is convex on E and @EL, e, EL, where 
cl(x) = x. Then 
@(A(e,)) GA(@) G i(b - A(e,)) @(a) + (A(e,) - a) @(b)}l(b -a), (5) 
ProoJ: This follows from (1) and (2) with g(x) = x, m = a, M = b. 
THEOREM 1. Let L satisfy conditions Ll, L2 on E, and let A satisfy con- 
ditions Al, A2 with A(l)= 1. Suppose @ is convex on I= [0, c/s], and 
f: I * Iw satisfies the condition 
Q(x) <f(x) < C@(Bx), x E I, (6) 
where B, C> 0 are constants. Then for all g E L such that g z 0 on E and 
f( Bg), @(Bg) E L, we have 
f(A(g))6CA(f(&)). (7) 
ProoJ: Using both parts of (6) and (1) we obtain 
f(Ak)) G C@(Wg)) = WA(&)) G CA(@(&)) < CA(f(&)). 
Remark 5. Inequality (7) is a generalization of (the sufficiency half of) 
Theorem 1 of Mulholland [8]. When S satisfies (6) for some convex @“, 
Mulholland (p. 489) calls f quasi-convex on 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let L, A be as in Theorem 1. Suppose @ is concave on an 
interval Ic Iw and that $(x) z x@(x) is convex on I. Then for all g E L such 
that g2, Q(g), +(g)EL and A(g)>0 we have 
AC@(g)) d @(A(g)) ~Ak@(g))/-4g) G @Mg*YNs)). (8) 
Proof The first and second inequalities of (8) are consequences of (1) 
applied to the convex functions - @ and XC@. Since the operator A,(f) = 
A( gf)/A( g) is a linear, isotonic functional with A,( 1) = 1, the last inequality 
of (8) also follows from (1). 
For our next few theorems we require some additional description and 
notation. Let I= (a, b), - co Q a -C b < co, and let $, x: I-+ R be continuous 
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and strictly monotonic. Suppose L and A satisjiv the conditions Ll, L2 and 
Al, A2 with A(1 ) = 1, on a base set E, and that Ii/(g), X(g) E L for some 
g E L. We define the generalized mean with respect to the operator A and cc/, 
by 
M,k; A)= ti-‘bWW))> gEL. (9) 
Observe that if a ss $( g(x)) d /I for x E E, then by the isotonic character of 
A, we have a< A($(g))d/3, so that M, is well defined by (9). We note 
also that the above assumptions imply that g(x) E I for x E E. In the rest of 
this section we always assume that gc L satisfies the above conditions, so 
that the theorems hold only for such g. 
THEOREM 3. Under the above hypotheses we have 
provided either x is increasing and @ = x 0 II/ - I is convex, or x is decreasing 
and @ is concave. 
Proof: For g E L we have both II/(g) EL and x(g) EL by assumption. 
Hence @($(g)) = x(g) E L for g E L, so if @ is convex, it follows from 
Jessen’s inequality (1) that 
Hence, if x is increasing, so x -’ is also increasing, we obtain 
which is (10). In case CP is concave, so -CD is convex, we obtain the first 
inequality above with the direction reversed; since now x-i is decreasing 
with x, we again obtain (10). 
Remark 6. Theorem 3 is a generalization to functionals of the general 
mean value inequality found in [9, Theorem 92, p. 751. 
As an application of Theorem 3 we consider the generalization of the 
classical means Mcrl(g; A) for isotonic functionals A, defined for r E R by 
Mc”( g; A) = (A( gr))l/r, r # 0, 
= exp(A(log g)), r = 0, 
(11) 
whereg(x)>OforxEE,g’ELforrERandloggEL. 
From Theorem 3 it follows as a special case that 
M[‘l(g;A),<MC”l(g.A) if -co<r<s<co. 9 (12) 
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THEOREM 4. Let L, A, I/J and x be as in Theorem 3, but with I= [m, M], 
-co<m<M<co. ThenforallgELsuchthatm<g(t)<MfortEE, we 
have 
(IC/(M) - $(m)) A(&)) - (x(M) - x(m)) A(G)) 
6 cl/(M) x(m) - X(M) Ii/(m) (13) 
provided (D = x 0 $ -’ is convex. The opposite inequality to (13) holds when @ 
is concave. 
Proof: In case @ is increasing on Z we have m1 = $(m) < $(g(t)) < 
$(M) = M, for all t E E, so by Lemma 1 with m, M replaced by m,, M, we 
have 
&W(d)) d &Wf) - 4,WN x(m) + Mll/kN - cW9) X(M)} 
x CII/(W - I(l(m)l-l 
which reduces to (13). If $ is decreasing on Z, we have M, d $(g( t)) < m, 
for t E E and, with an obvious modification of proof, the result follows as 
before. 
In the case of the classical means, (13) gives Goldman’s inequality for 
isotonic functionals (see, for example, [lo, p. 107)): 
(,~‘-m’){M[“~(g;A))“-(M”-m”)(MCr7(g;A)}r~Mrms-Msmr (14) 
if O< r <s, OY r <O <s, and the opposite inequality if r <s <O. Similarly 
(v = 0) we obtain 
<m”logM-M”logm (0 <s). (15) 
THEOREM 5. Let L, A, rl/, x be as in Theorem 3, and let g E L with m d 
$(g(t))< M for tE E. Here, we assume Z= (a, b)= R+ = (0, oo), that 
x(R+)=R+, and let @=xot,F’. 
(a) Suppose W(x) 20 with equality for at most isolated points of 
[m, M], and let 2 > 1 be determined as in Lemma 2(a). Then 
M,(g;A)6X-‘(;I)M~,(g;A) (16) 
if x is increasing and supermultiplicative on R +, while the opposite inequality 
holds if x is decreasing and supermultiplicative. Moreover, 
M,(g; A)< ix-‘(A-‘I> -’ M&z; A) (17) 
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if x is increasing and submultiplicative, with the opposite inequality holding r’f 
x is decreasing and submultiplicative. 
(b) Suppose W(x) 6 0 with equality ,for at most isolated points of 
[m, M], and let i (0 < 2 < 1) be determined by Lemma 2(b). Then 
M,(g,A)3X-t(~)M~(g;A) (16’) 
if x is increasing and submultiplicative, with the opposite inequality holding 
when x is decreasing and submultiplicative. Moreover, 
M,(g;A)>,{X-l(R-')J-'M~L(g;A) (17’) 
if x is increasing and supermultiplicative, while the opposite inequality holds 
if x is decreasing and supermultiplicative. 
Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 2 in precisely the same way as in 
[S, Theorem 3). We illustrate by proving the reverse inequality to (16) 
when 1 is decreasing and supermultiplicative. The inequality to be proved 
is 
x-VMg)) 3 x-w Jf -‘Mll/k))L 
which, since x is decreasing, is equivalent to 
Since x is supermultiplicative this holds provided 
Because g E L, hence II/(g) E L and @(Ic/( g)) = x(g) E L by our assumptions 
preceding (9). The last inequality therefore follows from Lemma 2(a), (3), 
with g replaced by $(g). 
Remark 7. Theorem 5 is a generalization to isotonic functionals of the 
result in [5, Theorem 33. As noted there, the factors x-‘(n), {~-‘(~-l)}-J 
appearing above are equal only when x is actually multiplicative. 
For the generalized classical means Mr”‘( g; A) defined by (1 l), 
Theorem 5 gives the following results. Let 0 <X1 d g(x) < X, < co for 
x E E, and for r, s # 0 let 
p=(X;-x;)(x;-xg-J, 
x;Yx;-qxsz (l/s)- (l/r) 
B,, = (pr/s) “’ 
Cl - W)lV; --T) 
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Then (cf. [S, p. 3341) 
i@(g; A) 6 Br,,lw’(g; A) (rcs, r, s#O). (18) 
For cases involving r =0 or s=O, let 
Pr = (x: - x: Ylog(x*lx, 1
& = (dWY” X;’ evWh4 
(t PO). 
Then 
M[“‘(g; A) < B,MCO’(g; A) if O<s, (19) 
M[O’( g; A) 6 B; W[“( g; A) if r<O. (201 
THEOREM 6. Let g, L, A, $I, x be as in Theorem 5, again with 
m<$(g(t))<Mfor tEE, and @==o$-‘. 
(a) Let W(x) exist and be strictly increasing on [m, M], and let 2 > 0 
be determined as in Lemma 3(a). If x is superadditive on I = R’ +, then 
M,(g;A)~x-‘(~)+M,(g;A) (21) 
if x is increasing, while the opposite inequality holds if x is decreasing. 
(b) If Q’(x) exists and is strictly decreasing on [m, M], I is deter- 
mined as in Lemma 3(b), and 1 is superadditive then 
M,(g;A)~x-‘(~)+M,(g;A) (22) 
if x is increasing, with the opposite inequality holding tfx is decreasing. 
Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 3 in precisely the same way as in 
Theorem 4 of [S]. 
Remark 8. As in [S, p. 3361 we obtain the following results for the 
generalized classical means: 
A4[“‘( g; A ) < c,, -I- fw”( g; A ) if O#r<s,s>l, (23) 





zf--; I “;r(g+‘)}l’~; 
M[“yg;A)gC,+M[“‘(g;A) if s> 1, (24) 
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where C, is defined by 
As noted in [S], the constants C,,, C,$ in (23), (24) are not, in general, best 
possible. 
Remark 9. Similarly, we could give a generalization of Theorem 5 of 
c51. 
4. OTHER INEQUALITIES FOR ISOTONIC FUNCTIONALS 
We begin this section with a lemma for non-normalized isotonic linear 
functionals which includes the corresponding versions of Jessen’s inequality 
(1) and Lemmas 1, 2, 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let L satisfy conditions Ll, L2 and A satisfy conditions Al, 
A2 on a base set E. Suppose k E L with k 2 0 on E and A(k) > 0, and that @ 
is a convex function on an interval IC R. For any function g,: E -+ aB such 
that kg, E L and k@( g, ) E L, we have 
@(A(kg,)/A(k)) G AW-Q, ))lAW). 
ZA in addition, I= [m, M] where - CQ < m < M < CD, then 
A(k@(g,)) 6 {CM&) - A( Q(m) 
+ [A(kg,)-mA(k)l @(W)l(M-m). 
(1’) 
(2’) 
Moreover, when @ satisfies the strict convexity conditions of Lemmas 2 or 3, 
then 
AWk,)) G AA(k) @(A(k,YA(k)), (3') 
or 
A(kd>(g,))dA(k)~;l+~,(A(kg,)/A(k))), (4') 
where 2 is determined as in Lemmas 2 or 3, respectively. 
ProoJ: In case g, EL and @(g,)E L and k is such that khe L for all 
h E L, the functional F: L ---f R defined by 
F(h) = A(kh)l h E L, 
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is an isotonic linear functional satisfying F( 1) = 1. In this case (l’j(4’) 
follows from ( 1 j(4). 
Under the weaker hypotheses stated above on k, g,, we must proceed 
somewhat differently, essentially by giving a direct proof of (l’j(4’) along 
the same lines used in proving (1 j(4). It suffices to deal with (1’) since 
similar modifications handle the others. As before, if I= [a, /?I, then 
k@(g,)EL implies a<gl(t)<fi for tEE, whence ak(t)fk(t) gl(t)f/?k(t) 
for t EE, so it follows that x,=A(kg,)/A(k)~I. The convexity of CD on I 
again yields 
@(g,(t)) 2 WCJ + al(t) - %I> t E E, 
so 
k(t) @k,(t)) a @(xc,) k(t) + mIIk(t) s,(t) - x,k(t)l, t E E, 
for an appropriate constant m. Application of the linear isotonic functional 
A now gives ( 1’). 
THEOREM 7 (Holder’s inequality for isotonic functionals), Let L satisfy 
conditions Ll, L2 and A satisfy conditions Al, A2 on a base set E. If p > 1 
andq=p,‘(p-1) sop-‘+q- , ’ = 1 then if w, f, g 20 on E and wf p, wgy, 
wfg E L, we have 
A(wfg)<A1’P(~fP).A1’Y(wgq). (25) 
In case O<p<l (OY p<O) and A(wgY)>O (or A(wfP)>O) the opposite 
inequality to (25) holds. 
Proof. Suppose first that A(wgY) > 0, and p > 1. Then (25) follows from 
(I’) by the substitutions 
@j(x) = xp, g1=,rT k = wg“, (26) 
since then k E L, kg, = wfgE L, and k@(g,) = wfp E L. Thus (25) holds in 
this case. In case A(wfP) > 0 we may apply (25) with p, q, k g replaced by 
q, p, g, f to again obtain (25). Finally, suppose both A(wg4) = 0 and 
A(wfP)=O. Since 
o<wfg<$wfp+;wg' on E, 
it follows that A(wfg) = 0 also, so again (25) holds. This completes the 
proof for the case p > 1. 
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For the case 0 < P-C 1 we have P= l/p > 1 and so may apply (25) with 
p, q, h g replaced by P, Q = (1 - p) ‘, f, = (fg)P, g, = geP for which 
wf p = wfg, wgf? = wgy and wf, g, = wf p all belong to L. We obtain 
which reduces to the opposite of (25) provided A(wgY) > 0. Finally, if p -=c 0, 
then 0 <q< 1 and we may apply the case just considered with p, q, A g 
replaced by q, p, g, f provided A( wf ") > 0. 
THEOREM 8 (Minkowski’s inequality for isotonic functionals). Let L and 
A be as in Theorem 7. If p > 1 and if w, f, g > 0 on E with wf p, wgp, 
w(f+ g)p E L, then 
The opposite inequality to (27) holds if 0 < p -C 1, and also if p < 0 provided 
A(wfP)>O, A(wgP)>O in this case. 
Proof: As in the proof of the ordinary Minkowski inequality, we write 
Applying A to this, (25) then yields, in case p > 1, 
A(w(f + g)“)< {A”“(wf p, + A”“(wg”)j . A’IY(w(f+ g)“). 
Hence (27) follows if A(w(f + g)“) > 0. However, if A(w(f + g)“) = 0, then 
since O< wfp, wgP,< w(f + g)“, we see that A(wfP) = A(wgP) = 0, and (27) 
still holds. 
If 0 < p < 1, the opposite of (25) yields the opposite of the last-displayed 
inequality provided A(w(S+ g)“) > 0, and hence also the opposite of (27) if 
A(w(f+ g)“) > 0. As above, if A(w(fi- g)“) = 0, then A(wfP) =A(wgP) = 0 
so the opposite of (27) still holds. Finally, if p ~0 we again obtain the 
opposite of the last-displayed inequality provided both A(wfP)>O and 
A(wgP) >O. If A(w(f + g)“)>O, the opposite of (27) follows. If 
A(w(S+ g)“) =O, then the opposite of (27) clearly holds since then 
A”P(W(f$ g)“) = +co. 
We also observe that in the case p < 0, we have 0 < w(f+ g)P ,< wfp, wgP 
so that A(w(f + g)“)=O if either A(wfP) =0 or A(wgP) =O. Thus, the 
opposite inequality to (27) holds (co 2 co) even in this degenerate case. 
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THEOREM 9. Let L and A satisfy conditions Ll, L2 and Al, A2 on a base 
set E. Suppose p > 1, q = p/(p - 1) and w, f, g > 0 on E with wf ?‘, wg9, 
wfg E L. If in addition, we haue 0 < m <f(x) g-@(x) < M for x E E, then 
(M-m)A(wfP)+(mMP-MmP)A(wg9)<(MP-mP)A(wfg). (28) 
If p < 0, (28) also holds provided either A(wf “) > 0 or A(wg9) > 0, while if 
0 < p < 1 the opposite inequahty to (28) holds if either A(wfP) > 0 or 
A(wg4) > 0. 
Proof First we note that if p > 0, then we have 
0 < mPwg9 d wfp < MPwg9 on E, 
with these inequalities reversed if p < 0. In particular, this shows that 
A(wfP), A(wgY) are either both zero, or both positive for all p. Now if 
A(wg9) > 0, (28) follows from (2’) on using the substitutions (26), since 
@j(x) = xp is convex for either p > 1 or p < 0. If p > 1 and A(wg4) = 0, then 
(28) still holds since it reduces to 0 6 (MP - mp) A(wfg) in this case. 
If p CO, and either A(wf “) > 0 or A(wg9) > 0, then A(wg9) > 0, so (28) 
holds. (Note that (28) does not hold if A(wfP) = A(wgY) =0 unless 
A(wfg) = 0 which need not be the case.) If 0 < p < 1, Q(x) = xp is concave 
on [m, M] and the opposite inequality to (2’) holds. The substitutions (26) 
now yield the opposite inequality to (28) provided A(wg9) > 0, and the 
proof is complete. (Again we note that the opposite of (28) does not hold if 
A(wfP)=A(wg9)=0 unless A(wfg)=O.) 
Remark 10. Theorem 9 is a generalization of the Diaz-Metcalf 
inequality, which is the special case p=q=2 with WE 1 and A(f)=Cy fk 
or A(f)=ltfdx. S ee, for example, [ 10, p. 1091 or [ 11, 61-631. 
THEOREM 10. Let L, A, p, q, w, f, g be as in Theorem 9. Zf p > 1, then 
A(wfg) 2 IPI “’ lql l” 
(M-m)‘lP ~mMP-MmP~1’9 
IMP-mpI 
x A ‘lp( wf”) . A 1’9( wg”). (29) 
Zf p < 0, or 0 -K p < 1, the opposite inequality to (29) holds provided either 
A(wfP) > 0 or A(wg”) > 0. 
Proof In case p > 1 or p < 0, so @p(x) = xp is convex on I= [m, M], the 
substitutions (26) used in (3’) give 
or 
A(wfP) G IA(wg9)(A(wfg)lA(wg9))P, 
A(wfP) d dAP(wfg) A’-P(wg9) if A(wgq) > 0. (30) 
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In case p> I, (29) clearly holds if A(wgY) = 0. As noted in the proof of 
Theorem 9, we may as well also assume that A(ulf’“) > 0 and A(wgY) > 0 for 
the remaining values of p. 
We continue with the case p > 1, A(wg”) > 0, and from (30) obtain 
A (wfg) > i. ““A ‘I”( wf”) . A I!“( wf’) 
Here, 1, is determined as in Lemma 2(a) with Q(x) = xp on I= [m. M]. 
Using the notation of Lemma 2(a), we find 
whence (29) follows for p > 1. 
Now suppose O<p < 1, so P= p- I > 1. We now apply the result (30) 
with p, q, f, g replaced by P, Q = (1 - p)- I, f, = (fg)“, g, = g -P, for which 
wfp = wfg, wgp = M?gq, wf1 g, = wf”. 
Moreover f, g; Q/p=,fpg-y, and since m< fgmY1*<M on E, it follows 
that 
m,=mP<f,g,-Q/p<M~=M, on E. 
Thus, the modilied (30) yields 
where now 
This reduces to the factor appearing on the right side of (29). 
Finally, if p < 0 then 0 <q < 1 and we may apply the case just proved 
with p, q, f, g replaced by p, = q, q1 = p, f, = g, g, =J We now have 
f, g;Yl/PI = &f--Plq and since p/q < 0, 
m,=m-pi‘J<J’, g,-q~I~l<M-Piq=&f, on E. 
The opposite inequality to (29) is still valid since A(wgql) =A(wfP)> 0 
holds, and we obtain 
A(wfg)<q"" Ipl"p 
(M, -ml)‘lY jm,A4q-M,mqJ’fP 
M;--rn: 
x A"Y(Wgq) A"P(Wf"). 
By writing -p/q = 1 - p, the factor on the right-hand side of this inequality 
reduces to that in (29) after some calculation, so the proof is complete. 
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Remark 11. It is also possible to obtain (29) from (28) by using the 
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality (or its opposite from [6]). Thus, for 
example, ifp> l,p-‘+q-‘= 1, then the left side of (28) is at least as large 
as 
{p&f-m) A(wfP))l’p{q(mMP-MmP) A(wg4)}1’9, 
and this reduces to the right side of (29) times (MP - m”). This shows that 
the inequality (28) is really better than (29). 
THEOREM 11. Let L, A, p, w, f, g be as in Theorem 8. If, in addition, we 
have 0 < m Q F(x) < A4 and 0 6 G(x) < M for x E E, where F = f (f + g)-4ip, 
G = g(f + g)-“‘“, then tfp > 1 
A1’P(~(f+ gJp) 2 K(p, q, m, M)(A’@(wf “) + A1’P(wgP)}, (31) 
where K(p, q, m, M) is the constant on the right-hand side of (29). Zf 
0 < p < 1 or p < 0, the opposite inequality to (31) holds, provided 
A(w(f +g)p)>O when p<O. 
Proof By Theorem 10 we have, since (p - 1) q = p, 
44f+ ‘t-Y)“)= A(wf(f + g)“-‘) f A(wg(f+ g)“-‘) 
if p > 1, with the opposite inequality holding if 0 < p < 1 or p < 0 provided 
in these cases that both (A(wf “) > 0 or A(w( f + g)“) > 0) and (A(wgP) > 0 
or A(w(f + g)“) > 0). 
In case p > 1 or 0 < p < 1, if A(w(f + g)“) = 0 then both A(wf “) = 0 and 
A(wgP) = 0 so either (31) or its opposite clearly hold. Hence in these cases 
we may suppose A(w(f + g)P)>O and then (31) (or its opposite) follows 
from the last displayed inequality (or its opposite). Finally, if p ~0 and 
A(w(f + g)“) > 0 we again obtain the opposite of (3 1) from the above. 
We observe that when p < 0 and either A(wf p, = 0 or A(wgP) = 0, then 
A(w(f + g)p) = 0 and in such cases the opposite of (31) reduces to the valid 
(degenerate) inequality cc d 03. 
THEOREM 12. Let L, A satisfy the conditions Ll, L2 and Al, A2 and let 
gEL. Zf x,#A(g) and either xO<g(t)<A(g) for all tEE, or A(g)< 
g(t)<xoforaZZtEE, thenif@isconvexon [xo,A(g)] (oron [A(g),xJ), 
and Q(g) E L we have 
A(@(g))b ([IAk)-A(l)x,l @(A(g)) 
+ CA(l)- 11 A(g) @h))ICAk)-x,1. (32) 
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Proof This is a simple consequence of (2’) with [m, M] = [x,, ,4(g)] 
or [A(g), x0], k = 1. 
Remark 12. The special case x0 = 0, E= { 1, 2,..., n), A(g) = C; g, of 
(32) reduces to an inequality of M. Petrovii: (1932), as listed in [ 11, p. 223. 
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